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The Road Ahead : A message from GrafXsoft 
  
Many of you reading this will have been around the Clipper and Visual Objects world for a long time but there are some who 
are just coming into this world. Either way you are probably all wondering what is happening and in this short section, I hope 
to give you some insight into what we have been doing and what we are planning to do in the future. 
  
Many of you will already know the name of GrafXsoft, we have after all been in this market place for the last 12 years, but 
some may not realize who we are and what we stand for. For those who don’t, I can tell you that GrafX Software 
Development is a small, but very focused, company who has always done whatever was possible for the continued success 
of these products. We have spent many years as a partner to Computer Associates and licensed some of our software to 
them for inclusion in these products. 
  
Now however, the times have changed. Computer Associates have decided that they want to focus on another area of the IT 
market place and that Clipper and Visual Objects, although valuable products and the mainstay for many development 
houses, do not fit in this new area of their concentration. 
  
Enter GrafXsoft, ready to do what is required and take these products into a new future. 
  
Right from the start, we were in conversation with the User Group Presidents, to find out what their members wanted and it 
became clear that a new version was needed and quickly. So here it is, Visual Objects 2.6, but we needed something to 
make it interesting for the existing users of the product and we think that we have done it. The inclusion of the Software 
Developers Kit was a great start but the addition of the many Third-Party Products makes this a version that, in our opinion, is 
well worth having. 
  
As we look to the future and Visual Objects 3.0, I can tell you that a substantial amount of work has already been done. In 
considering what was needed for the next version, we decided that it was essential to move the code from the Microsoft C++ 
version 5.0 to the new Microsoft C7 (dot.net) compiler. This, in its self, has identified many problems that have already been 
resolved and we are rapidly moving towards a stable C7 version, which is the first and most important step in building the 
foundation of the next and future versions of Visual Objects. 
  
We consider it vital that you, as the end user, have your say in what future versions are able to do and what added 
functionality is needed. We hope that you will join us in shaping the future of this product so that it can again take its rightful 
position at the top of the software development market place. To this end I, or one of my team, will be attending the various 
developer conferences that are held around the world. We will be looking for your input and, over the next few quarters, we 
will be sharing with you all of the news concerning the future versions of Visual Objects. 
  
I look forward to sharing this future with you all. 
  
Brian Feldman 
  
CEO 
GrafX Software Development 
  
  
  



Visual Objects, What is new in 2.6 
  
Visual Objects – Software Developers Kit  
The Software Developers Kit is considered by many to be an absolute “must have”. Containing all of the source code for the 
classes, it shows how they work and gives you, the developer, a chance to debug right inside of them when something is not 
going as you would expect. Not only that but, it also shows how the Visual Objects IDE works and, by following the samples 
provided, it gives you the chance to integrate extensions right inside the package. Many of the Third-Party Products below 
were written using this information and are clear examples of how valuable this information is. 
  
  
Third Party Products!  We hope you find a lot of value in the 14 Third-Party Products that are included in this release of 
Visual Objects 2.6.  Each of these products represents thousand of man-hours, by authors that have a particular expertise in 
their chosen area of software development. We urge you to explore the possibilities that these add-on products will provide 
you.  To help you see the value that these products bring, here is a short description of each of them, listed in alphabetical 
order. Each has its own install within its own directory on your Visual Objects CD ROM. 
  
  
bBrowser Standard 1.4  
  
The bBrowser Standard 1.4 (Limited) is a fast and flexible data browser and can be connected with a DBServer, an 
ArrayServer, which is also provided in the bBrowser library, or any other data server, so long as it supports specific access 
and method routines. Because the bBrowser is inherited from the VO class CustomControl, it can be integrated into any 
window class like DataWindow, DataDialog, DialogWindow and so on. The bBrowser can be configured in many diverse 
ways so as to provide the appearance and behavior that is required. 
  
Columbo 
  
Columbo -- The VO Code & Repository Inspector -- is a tool for analyzing, viewing and printing source code. It's written in VO 
and can be called from within VO's IDE or as an external program. Beyond that, Columbo can be considered as an extensive 
example for a lot of programming techniques -- dealing with SplitWindows, ListView and TreeView controls, RichEdit controls, 
printing using HTML files, with a lot of menu and bitmap techniques and much more, including of course, classes for reading 
the repository. Source code and documentation is included. Columbo is written by Ivo Wessel. 
  
COM-SDK 
  
COM-SDK---The COMSDK provides an easy implementation of COM clients that need to implement events. Using the 
COMSDK's 'TS_DelegateIDispatch' class is done in a similar way as using the standard VO 'OLEAutoObject' class. The 
biggest benefit is in the easy way to implement events. It also includes a good starting point for the integration of Outlook in 
your applications. Being totally written in native VO code, the COMSDK can also be a great learning tool for all that 
need/want to know more about COM and its implementation in a programming environment like VO. 
  
dBALite 
  
dBALite--dBALite is still a very powerful and useful tool for creating, viewing, editing and managing DBF files and has all the 
essential tools required by a professional developer. Support is provided for Clipper, dBase, FoxPro, Advantage and Fortress 
databases. The usual Import and Export functionality is included with the addition of export to HTML with multi-page output 
and XML (including XSL,XSD and DTD files). Databases can be created and there structure modified while retaining the data. 
Data can be edited via the browser or with edit controls like a calendar for dates and a memo editor for memo fields. There is 
an ArrayEditor for memo fields that support arrays. The usual Index Searching is complemented with a fast text search 
function that allows searching for data in any or selected fields and also can do searches of records in a scope. Filter setting 
is done using an Expression Builder that is also used to build expressions for indexes and For or While scopes. There is an 
Index Manager that can reindex and rebuild index orders. There are many other tools including DBReplace, DBTotals, 
DBSort and DBCalc which allows you to do calculations using user defined expressions. dBALite is a quality program that 
you will come to depend on as many users of dBAdministrator already do. 
  
  
Fortress Client/Server for Visual Objects 

Fortress is a High Speed Database Engine: Taking the award winning Comix RDD with its proven performance and reliability 
and fully integrating the speed and functionality into Fortress Xbase Server has brought many advantages. 

•        Smaller Is Faster: Fortress Xbase Server uses FoxPro CDX indexes which provide significant performance 
advantages: multiple indexes are in a single file-reducing the file server handle load; CDX's are 3 to 6 times smaller 
than NTXs and make efficient use of memory and disk space. 



•        Proprietary Caching Algorithms give you the advantage of single-user caching in a multi-user system. Many 
operations are performed with zero network requests. That's right-absolutely no network traffic! Much of the overhead 
associated with indexes and databases is eliminated. 

•        Advanced Locking Techniques protect database and index integrity while greatly reducing the number of conflicts 
and performance hits inherent to multi-user access. 

•        Bit Map Query Optimization: Fortress Xbase Server's bit map query optimization provides performance advantages 
which are simply not possible in Xbase alone-10 to 1000 times faster. Fortress Xbase Server's query optimization 
gives you the advantages of SQL access (fast and easy selection of a set of records and greatly reduced network 
traffic) in an easy to use SET FILTER TO Interface. 

By setting our standards for performance higher than simply reducing network traffic, Fortress Xbase Server provides the 
best performance possible. You'll have to try it to believe it! 

Graph32 
Graph4VO 
  
Graphics4VO is an add-on library providing graphic capabilities for VO GUI classes. Existing programs can be enhanced to 
produce graphic images with very little extra code. Graphics4VO comes in two versions of different function scope. 
  
The basic version Graphics4VObas has a wide range of graphic display output options. It includes a rich collection of pixel 
graphics and graphic primitives to be used in more complex graphic designs. Efficient coordinate transformation routines and 
the use of the world coordinate system guarantee the integrity of the display output under various resolutions and will spare 
you the headache of coordinate calculations. 
  
MAILman 
  
MAILman Developer's Edition is a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Issue Management system designed to 
help you keep track of your customers, enhancement ideas, bugs and support issues. Improve the quality of your products 
and customer service and make the management of your development processes easier with MAILman DevEd. 
  
  
ReportPro 2.11 
  
ReportPro is a full-featured banded report writer that allows you to create custom reports in virtually any format. With 
ReportPro, you can retrieve information from a variety of data sources and then sort, filter, and group the information as 
needed. ReportPro’s data engine natively supports FoxPro® 2.5, CA-Clipper®, and dBase® 5 DBF and index file formats. 
You can even mix these file formats in the same report. ReportPro 3 ships with a native driver for the Jasmine® database and 
the data engine can access hundreds of SQL databases via ODBC. The data engine can handle arbitrarily complex table 
relationships including parent, child, grandchild, and great-grandchild relationships. You can even define circular 
relationships; a table can be related back into itself. Tables and relationships are managed graphically making complex 
queries easy to understand. After you have specified and configured your data source, the process of creating a report is the 
same regardless of which data source(s) is used. ReportPro’s design interface is event driven and user centric making it easy 
to customize the report until the output looks just the way you like. Reports are created by drawing objects in the report 
design window. ReportPro supports line, rectangle, ellipse, text, field, image, graph, and embedded section objects. Report 
objects can be customized with borders, shading, colors, fonts, and shadows to create professional looking reports. Because 
ReportPro is a banded report writer, it provides incredible flexibility for formatting and grouping information. ReportPro 
provides a series of bands that allow you to control where and when information gets printed on your report ReportPro also 
supports sections. Sections are essentially sub-reports that print within the context of the main report. Each section contains 
its own set of bands and report objects. ReportPro supports three (3) different report types: standard listing reports, 
columnar/label reports and cross-tab reports. Each report has a dedicated wizard that allows you to easily specify the 
information necessary to create a report. 
  
  
TAGIT 
  
<TagIT> is the premiere HTML library for CA-Visual Objects. <TagIT> allows your CA-Visual Objects applications to 
dynamically generate HTML output that will astound your users and complement your application. 
  
<TagIT> is written entirely in CA-Visual Objects and allows the developer to leverage the existing Internet Classes to create 
client-side applications using simple and intuitive code. These classes provide the missing component in the Computer 



Associates Internet Classes. With <TagIT> the immense object oriented application development and database management 
power of CA-Visual Objects is available to web application developers. <TagIT> allows the creation of robust and fully 
customizable web based applications. 
  
Partial Feature List 

•         Support for traditional CGI Applications compatible with Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), WebSite Server 
from O'Reilly and Associates and many others 

•         Full HTML tag generation including headings, bars, intuitive anchor centering and other formatting tags. 
•         Creation and Retrieval of HTTP Cookies  
•         Creation of Dynamic Tables with full control over content and formatting  
•         HTML Form creation and processing  
•         Written entirely in CA-Visual Objects  

  
VO Productivity Pack 
  
The VO Productivity Pack, VOPP, is a vast collection of tools, utilities, and extensions to the Visual Object Integrated 
Development Environment that make software development faster, easier and safer. VOPP includes System Builder, 
AutoExport, AutoType, Export Explorer, Global Search and Replace, Tip of the Day, Import and Export Assistants, and much, 
much more. 
  
VO2ADO 
  
VO2Ado is a Class Library that allows VO developers to access Client/Server databases through the ADO/OleDb interface 
layer. It consists of a set of wrapper classes that map the ADO object model and a set of DataServer subclasses that allows 
you to use ADO result sets in combination with DataWindows, DataBrowsers etc. It also has an ADO Connection and Server 
Editor for the VO IDE that generates the source code and binary entities, so you can use ADO Servers inside the VO Window 
Editor. 
  
  
VOCOM 2.6  
  
VOCOM2.6 is written by Rod da Silva of Software Perspectives and provides a professional object-oriented interface to 
COM/ActiveX technologies from within your VO applications.  It includes an integrated IDE wizard that makes creating full-
blown COM/ActiveX server components automatic.  The product comes with samples, tutorials and documentation to help 
you get up and running quickly with COM/ActiveX in the VO environment.  VOCOM 2.6 is a VO 2.6 compiled version of the 
standard VOCOM 2.0 product (with all current patches) that was originally released in September of 1997 and that has been 
used by 100s of VO developers worldwide ever since.  For information about VOCOM+, the professional version of VOCOM 
that includes COM+ support, Type Library creation support, 100% VO source code to the product, and an unlimited, royalty 
free site license, please contact Rod da Silva at 
RodDaSilva@SoftwarePerspectives.com. 
  

VOScript 
VOScript allows scripting capabilities to be easily added to any CA-Visual Objects 2.x application. Scripting can offer the 
ultimate in data driven applications and user defined actions for an application. An unlimited number of user defined 
commands (UDC) are supported through a preprocessor code block which means a custom scripting language can be 
created for an application. Scripts can be stored in files with your desired file extensions or stored in memo fields. VOScript is 
written in 100% VO and comes with complete source code to both the VOScript library and the demo application. 
  
  

Issues that have been addressed in this version 
  
  

Windows 
1. SplitWindow - phantom panes, disappearing panes, phantom splitbars  
2. SplitWindow - on a ShellWindow with an attached toolbar has a gap at the top of the window.  

Controls 
1. When storing plain ASCII and rtf text in a memo, the plain ASCII text will not be displayed.  
2. SetDecimalSep(), SingleLineEdit value ok in edit mode but incorrect once SLE loses focus.  

DBServer 



1. DBServer:OrderInfo() only returns values for controlling order (VODBORDERINFO).  
2. With SetDeleted(FALSE) and deleted records in the database, DBServer:CopySDF() only copies records up to and 

incl. the deleted record. It errors out with "Operation not supported by current RDD".  
3. Errors generated in DBServer class don’t set Status:Hyperlabel.  

Menu 
1. Menu:Init() not generated properly.  

IDE 
1. Source Code Editor - When you are prompted to save (Yes, No, Cancel) -- cancel works like No, discards the 

changes.  
2. Adding a library to the properties of an application and then moving the library up/down in the library order. The Order 

is not saved on exit.  

OLE 
1. Bad Init code generated for OLE Automation Server.  
2. Problems with CreateEmbedding vs. CreateFromAppDocStorage.  
3. Automation server contains a memory leak and causes a 5333 error.  

Other 
1. Public variable cannot be RELEASEd - runtime error. DATA TYPE ERROR on _MxRelease().  
2. Memory leak problem in Type()  
3. Memory leak problem in Tooltip  
4. Oem2Ansi() doesn't convert characters back to original Ansi values.  
5. VODBORDCREATE forces string keys to upper case  
6. DIBCreateFromFile(), file handle held open even after DIBDelete()  
7. SetSelectiveRelation(), seek not working in child dbf  
8. cHTTP:GetDocumentByURL() needs to call SELF:GetResponseHeader()  
9. Win2K, problems with automatic method insertion  

10. SQLSelect:GetData(), code for numbers/decimals inconsistent  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Read Me First! 
  
Repository Backup 
  
If you do not follow this procedure, your applications and libraries will be lost, with no chance of recovery. 
  
Before installing a new version or build of CA-Visual Objects or re-installing the repository of an existing version, you must 
export all applications and libraries (yours, not the system's) that you wish to save.  Installing the repository creates a new 
repository containing only the CA-Visual Objects system libraries.  After the installation is complete, you can import your 
applications and libraries back into the newly created repository.   
  
  
Installation Notes 
  
This section contains important information that you may need to properly install CA-Visual Objects 2.6. 
  
The CA-Visual Objects Folder 
  
When the installation is complete, a folder will be created for CA-Visual Objects 2.6 and any other component installed. 
  
Note:  The contents of the folder will differ depending on which components you chose to install.   
After the installation procedure is complete, you will want to view the Release Notes file before doing anything else.  It 
contains important, last minute information that is not included in the printed documentation.  Simply click on the Release 
Notes menu item to view the contents of this file. 
  
Verify Temporary Directories 
  



Before running CA-Visual Objects, verify that you have TEMP and TMP environment variables specifying a valid path.  These 
environment variables are used as part of the resource compilation process.  The path should not be on a network drive or in 
the root of a RAM disk. 
  
Running CA-Visual Objects 2.6 on a dual boot Windows 9x / Windows NT system 
  
If you have both Windows 9x and Windows NT installed on your PC and you want to run CA-Visual Objects 2.6 under both 
operating systems, please read this paragraph carefully. 
  
CA-Visual Objects 2.6 stores its setup information in the system registry. Windows 9x and Windows NT maintain 2 different 
registries that are completely separate. Installing CA-Visual Objects 2.6 under one operating system will only setup the 
registry for the chosen operating system. Trying to start it under the other operating system will fail due to the lack of registry 
information. 
  
The best way to get CA-Visual Objects 2.6 work on both operating systems is to do a clean install to the same directory under 
each operating system. This will ensure that you can access the Default Project from both operating systems. Do not create 
additional projects if you want to keep switching between operating systems! 
  
You also might decide to install completely independent versions of CA-Visual Objects 2.6 into different directories. In this 
case do not try to share projects between the different versions. 
  
Running CA-Visual Objects 2.6 applications 
  
CA-Visual Objects 2.6 does not require a path setting for running applications from inside the IDE. It will make sure that the 
required runtime DLLs are found, regardless where the EXE is placed.  However, running EXEs that are not in the Cavo26
\BIN directory requires a search path including Cavo26\BIN.  Setting this path is the user's responsibility.  Alternatively, the 
required runtime DLLs can be copied in the EXE directory (e.g., using the Install Maker). 
  
  
  
Migration Issues 
  
.EXE and .DLL Files Must Be Rebuilt 
  
All executable and DLL files created with previous versions of CA-Visual Objects must be rebuilt in order to work with the new 
DLLs supplied with version 2.6.  Other 3rd party 16-bit DLLs cannot be used with CA-Visual Objects 2.6.  If you have been 
using the Windows API with your CA-Visual Objects 1.0 applications, you might encounter certain incompatibilities in the API. 
For differences in the API, see the Microsoft Win32 Software Development Kit. 
  
Generated Source Code 
  
The code generated by the Window, DB Server, and FieldSpec editors has been improved.  To take advantage of this and to 
bring your generated source code up to date, open the associated entity in the editor, make some fake change (e.g., change 
the entity name, then change it right back), and save the entity.  It is advisable to perform this procedure against all of your 
Server entities prior to performing it against your FieldSpec entities, as forcing the code regeneration in this order will correct 
a residual dependency problem from an earlier release.  Note that any customization of the source code that you have made 
will be lost, so you may want to save the original so that you can recover the changes. 
  
This step is essential for any program that will use generated window or menu resources in a DLL. 
  
Running CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and 2.6 applications on the same system 
  
It is advisable to port all CA-Visual Objects 2.0 applications to CA-Visual Objects 2.6 since CA-Visual Objects 2.6 is highly 
compatible with CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and offers a lot of new features and improvements over CA-Visual Objects 2.0 that 
your application will benefit from. Porting your applications to CA-Visual Objects 2.6 will free you from worrying about running 
CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and 2.6 applications on the same system. 
  
If you have to run CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and 2.6 applications on the same computer, some considerations have to be taken: 
For technical reasons, some of the CA-Visual Objects runtime support DLLs have the same names in both versions, but they 
are not compatible with each other. In order to prevent an application from picking up the wrong version of a runtime DLL, all 
runtime DLLs should always be installed in the application directory. This way, applications will always pick up the correct 
version of the DLLs and CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and 2.6 applications can run simultaneously. 
  
Using CA-Visual Objects 1.0 Report entities in CA-Visual Objects 2.6 
  



CA-Visual Objects 1.0 Report entities can be directly imported into CA-Visual Objects 2.6.  The .RET files are also 
compatible.  However, the CA-Report Writer that comes with CA-Visual Objects 2.6 must have an ODBC connection to attach 
to any database.  When the CA-Report Writer is started for the first time with a report entity from CA-Visual Objects 1.0, you 
will be asked for an ODBC data source.  You will then be asked to regenerate the source code for the report entity.  It is 
highly recommended you do so, since the new source code will contain the necessary ConnectToDB() method. 
  
South Seas Adventure Tutorial 
  
The CA-Report Editor must have an ODBC connection to access any database.  For the South Seas Adventure Tutorial, you 
must install the 'CA DbaseFile' ODBC driver.  This can be done in one of two ways: in Control Panel, open the ODBC 32 
settings, then click on 'Add...', or start the CA-Report Editor, select 'Connect to New Data Source' in the CA-Visual Objects 
Data Source Selection dialog box, then select 'New...' in the SQL Data Sources dialog box. 
  
Icons 
  
For icons to be shown in the Wizard, they have to be RESOURCE ... ICON entities in the search path of the application.  CA-
Visual Objects 2.6 does not come with icons in the repository. 
  
The 32-bit .EXE format requires icons to be sorted by their ID number.  First in the list is the icons that have string names, 
followed by the ones with ID numbers.  The first icon in this list will always be the .EXE icon. 
  
  
Documentation 
  
The Getting Started Guide and the New Features Guide are both available electronically as part of the online documentation 
in any CA-Visual Objects 2.6 version. 
  
No additional printed documentation is available. 
  
Compiler 
  
The compiler will no longer allow instance variables with duplicate names in a class hierarchy. In CA-Visual Objects 2.0, it 
was possible to use the same name for instance variables in a parent class and in a subclass. This behavior resulted in the 
generation of ambiguous code and is no longer supported. The compiler will now generate an error if it encounters this 
situation. The solution is to rename the instance variables in question and to fix the affected code manually. 
  
STD.UDC 
  
When creating applications using the new application gallery, the STD.UDC is no longer included by default for any 
application other then a basic terminal application. STD.UDC contains almost exclusively Xbase legacy commands that are 
normally not required in object oriented applications and cause some compile time overhead. If you still require commands 
from STD.UDC (for example, to use the Assert() function), click the STD.UDC checkbox in the options field of the application 
gallery. 
  
Multi-Threaded Applications 
  
The kernel runtime of CA-Visual Objects 2.6 is multiple-thread-enabled. CA-Visual Objects 2.6 system class libraries have not 
been reworked to provide absolute thread safety. Multi-threaded applications using CA-Visual Objects system classes, 
therefore, might exhibit unpredictable behavior. In general, creating multi-threaded applications is only recommended for 
highly experienced system programmers. 
  
Changed ANSI (Windows) collation sequences 
  
Collation sequences has been improved for sorting and seeking of string data. In VO 2.0, ANSI strings are compared using 
"word sort" technique. In a word sort, all punctuation marks and other non-alphanumeric characters, except for the hyphen 
and the apostrophe, come before any alphanumeric character. The hyphen and the apostrophe are treated differently than 
the other non-alphanumeric symbols in order to ensure that words such as "xxrest" and xx-rest" stay together within a sorted 
list. This behavior has been changed in 2.6. Strings are now compared using "string sort" technique, where the hyphen and 
apostrophe are treated just like any other non-alphanumeric symbols. 
  
These changes apply to ANSI collation rules, when following settings are active: 
  
    SetAnsi(.T.) 
    SetCollation(#WINDOWS) 
  



Rebuild all ANSI index files created by CA Visual Objects 2.0 applications if index keys contain punctuation marks and other 
non-alphanumeric characters. The following sample shows the different behavior: 
  
The following table shows a list of words sorted both ways: 
  
VO 2.0 Application:        VO 2.6 Application: 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
xx rest                          xx'rest 
xx*rest                          xx-rest 
xx_rest                         xx rest 
xx+rest                         xx*rest 
xxarest                         xx_rest 
xxbrest                         xx+rest 
xxcrest                         xxarest 
xx'rest                           xxbrest 
xx-rest                          xxcrest 
xxrest                           xxrest 
xxzrest                         xxzrest 
  
Results of seek operations in both versions: 
  
VO 2.0 Application:        VO 2.6 Application: 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
DBSEEK("xx-r")             DBSEEK("xx-r") 
   Result:  .T.                 Result:  .T. 
   Found :  xx'rest           Found :  xx-rest 
  
  
DBSEEK("xx-")              DBSEEK("xx-") 
   Result:  .T.                 Result:  .T. 
   Found :  xx rest          Found :  xx-rest 
  
Remark: Index files not containing punctuation marks and other non-alphanumeric characters or index files with non STRING 
key types or OEM index files do not have to be rebuilt. 
  
OLEAutoObjects Life Time and Events 
  
A clean-up of the OLE automation client behavior might cause a change of behavior when handling ActiveX events. If a call to 
an OLE automation object returns another OLE automation object that can receive event notifications, this object will only 
receive event as long as it is alive. If you do not assign this object to a variable, it will receive events only until the garbage 
collector runs for the next time. This means you might observe none or only some events of the ones you are expecting. The 
solution is to assign the returned object to a variable. 
  
  
  
  
Internationalization 
  
Nation modules for a variety of languages are included in the \Nations directory of this CD. For further information about the 
supported languages and how to use the nation modules, please refer to the documentation provided in that directory. The 
nation modules will not be copied to your hard drive as part of the install process. 
  
  
  
Internet Resources Facilities 
  
Visual Objects now ships with the “Wise Update” for easy version updates. This can be accessed from the Help menu option 
in the Visual Objects 2.6 IDE Repository Explorer. 
  
  
  
Operating Systems 
  



CA-Visual Objects release 2.6 currently supports MS-Windows 9x and MS-Windows NT. 
Windows 2000 Professional and Server, Windows XP 
  
  
  
Re-distribution of Software 
  
CA-Visual Objects release 2.6 comes bundled with several software packages.  Computer Associates may or may not allow 
you, the 3rd-party developer, to redistribute these packages as part of your application.  This section describes your 
redistribution rights for each of the various software packages included with CA-Visual Objects. 
  
CA-Visual Objects Runtime DLLs and RDDs 
  
You have full redistribution rights for these DLLs and drivers. An easy way to identify all required re-distributable files for a 
CA-Visual Objects 2.6 application is to use the Install Maker utility. All files automatically added to the installation are freely 
distributable with a CA-Visual Objects application or DLL. Additionally CAPAINT.DLL is re-distributable. It is not included by 
the Install Maker since not every application requires image display capabilities and the Install Maker cannot tell if a specific 
application does or does not. 
  
  
Microsoft Help Compiler, HotSpot Editor, Resource Compiler and Midl 
  
You have NO redistribution rights for this software. 
  
  
Redistribution of Third-Party Products 
  
Each Third-Party Product, provided with this version of Visual Objects 2.6, has its own rules on what is and is not 
distributable. 
Please see their information on distribution. If you cannot see anything that gives you permission to distribute, please contact 
the authors for this information and permission. 
  
You may not distribute the Fortress Server. 
For licensing information please contact us at http://www.grafxsoft.com/fortress.htm 
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night? . Thanks for all those long nights, the last minute builds and fixes, and most of all for your dedication to Visual Objects.  
  
Beta Testers 
Our beta team consisted mostly of X-CA-Beta Testers and a few CA Employee’s. You have helped to Identify many bugs that 
existed in Visual Objects, and ones that still need to be addressed in future versions of VO. Great Job Beta’s, keep up the 
good work, now that this version has been released it is time for us all to go back to work on the next version! 
  
Documentation Team 
With only a short period of time and limited resources, these guys did everything they could to improve the documentation. 
What they have achieved is a credit to them all and my thanks to them for their great effort is not nearly enough for such a 
task. 
  
Development Team  
In my course of software development, I've been lucky to be involved with some of the brightest software developers in our 
industry. I'm extremely grateful for my friendships with all of our development team members.  
  
Don Caton.  If you were around Clipper, when it was owned by Nantucket, then you know the name Don Caton. "What Don 
Said" was our motto of the day. In fact, we printed that motto on t-shirts that all of the beta team for Clipper 52 wore to a 
conference, much to Don's embarrassment.  Don has worked with us on FlexFile, Comix ClipMore, and is now Project Leader 
for Visual Objects. Don's considerable talents in C++ and ASM have carried us all through some very long nights in the 
delivery of this product. Many times I would get into the office only to see Don logged on to our FTP server at 6:00AM 
  
Brice de Ganal. Many years ago, in the FlexFile II manual, Brice printed some very kind words about how I had helped him 
in the process of producing FlexFile II for Clipper. Now the table has turned and it's time for me to be thanking him. I have 
learned lots from you, and thank you for your years of friendship.   
  
David Kuechler.  Author of Comix/ClipMore & Fortress...whose vision in software development processes practices, 
processes, and “herding cats” made this product possible.  The ability to view a problem in a ‘crystal clear’ fashion, and 
outline a strategy to solve it, and then communicate it, is one of David’s many talents.   
  
Graphics  
Shane Rigney - of Sherlock Software in Australia  
Matt Feldman - of GrafX Software Development Tools  
  
X Development Team 
Sabo, Uwe, Fru, and Ansgar, helped to make the transition of ownership a smooth one. As the ‘Four Fathers’ of Visual 
Objects, these guys laid the foundation of the product, There daily participation in the turnover of the product will be missed. 
  
Very special thanks goes to John Parker in the UK. This project could not have been completed had it not been for his 
tireless efforts. John was always willing to “step up to the plate” whenever he was asked.  From the day CA transferred this 
product, to the day it left for the duplicator, John was there for us. Words fall short of the thanks we owe to John Parker. 
  
  


